
One solution to accelerate your ELT
Rivery provides a unified solution for

Rivery’s SaaS platform simplifies complex data integration and modernizes ELT 
processes with no code and custom code solutions.

Faster time to value

7.5x
Reduction in 

data-related costs 

33%
Increase in data 

usage

30%
Less time spent on 

data processing

50%

Data-driven companies choose Rivery 

Rivery’s SaaS platform empowers organizations to scale fast with complete control over their 
data and the freedom to unlock their full business potential.

Ingestion Transformation Orchestration Activation DataOps



Why Rivery?
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Connect to any data source
200+ native data connectors right out-of-the-box 
or custom connectors for any data source with 
Rivery’s custom API and webhook capabilities.

Robust transformation layer
Perform SQL-based transformations in-database, 
using looping, conditional logic, and support for 
building dependencies. Leverage Python 
integration for code-based transformations.

Powerful orchestration engine
Automate and orchestrate complex data 
workflows from start to finish with advanced logic, 
branching, conditional logic and more.

Native Python support
Run your own Python scripts in the cloud as native 
data pipeline steps with zero effort. Perfect for 
machine learning, connecting to unique sources, 
plus advanced transformations. 

Data activation
Push data from your cloud data warehouse into 
third-party apps with reverse ETL. 

Instant starter kits
Launch workflows with complete data models in a 
click - including pre-defined business logic.

API and command-line interface
Remotely execute, edit, deploy, and manage data 
pipelines via CLI and convert data pipelines into 
infrastructure as code (laC).

Fully-managed SaaS
Deploy new pipelines in minutes and automatically 
scale to handle any load, while only paying for 
what you use. Save time and money with no need 
to set up or maintain your own infrastructure, with 
security and reliability built in.

Rivery's out of the box starter kits are amazing. It helped us build our initial 
data pipelines really fast and meet our initiatives objectives right out of the 
gate.

Ranajay Nandy
Vice President, Analytics at 
Citizen Watch America

It now takes our BI team a fifth of the time to generate reports our teams 
need in order to make the most crucial business decisions.

David Piazza
Data & BI Analyst


